Manufacturing of Micro Electrode through Wire Electric Discharge Grinding [WEDG] and Optimize the Machining Parameters
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Wire Electric Discharge Grinding [WEDG]

Machining miniature cylindrical parts are of great challenge because the pressure that tools or grinding wheels exert on parts such as the micro parts/electrodes can cause the parts to deflect, making it difficult to achieve the desired accuracy. In fact, in some cases it’s impossible to machine such tiny parts using these conventional methods. Unlike traditional cutting and grinding processes, which rely on the force generated by a harder tool or abrasive materials to remove the softer work piece material, the electrical discharge machining [EDM] process utilizes electrical sparks or thermal energy to erode the unwanted material and generate the desired shape. One further improvement is to rotate parts in a spindle mounted on the table of a wire EDM unit and allow the wire to “grind” the parts to shape and size. This is advantageous for micro-machining applications where material is removed electrically via spark erosion, not mechanically. The chance for deflection is eliminated because work piece and wire never touch in addition, the wire EDM unit can be easily programmed to machine contoured round features, whereas grinding operations would require longer setup times and contoured wheels. WEDG employs a set of wire guides to confine the wire tension within the discharge area between the rod and the front edge of the wire and to minimize the wire vibration. One of the advantages of WEDG is its ability to machine choice of complex shapes such as tapered and stepped shapes at various sections.

At present an experimental setup of a submergible rotary axis for the WEDM is built as show in Figure 1 & 2 to machine micro parts. With the help of the available experimental setup at PSG, experiments were done by machining a \( \phi 2.0 \text{mm} \) HSS rod to \( \phi 0.4 \text{mm} \) rod to analyze the process parameters of WEDG. The photograph of a specimen is given in Figure 3.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental set up.
Aim of our Project

To produce Micro electrode on copper and brass material from wire electric discharge grinding [WEDG] with less than 40 microns of diameter and length of 20mm(L/D=20/4) with an aspect ratio of 50 and optimize the machining parameters to get good surface finish in microelectrode some of them where inspected by Scanning Electron Microscope [SEM] and performing Micro machining on hard metals like Beryllium copper in Electric Discharge Machining[EDM].

Objectives

Study of WEDG process parameters to produce components like micro electrode for micro machining on hard metals with an (L/D = 20/0.4) aspect ratio of 50 and above, round electrodes and micro tools on hard and difficult to machine materials [Copper, Carbide and Tool steel] which subsequently can be used for micro-EDM or micro-cutting applications. To analyse the effect of process parameters (voltage, spark gap, speed and feed of wire) on MRR, Surface finish and aspect ratio of 50 with φ0.4mm wire by using existing CNC Wire EDM (Mitsubishi) and develop mathematical models. To manufacture of micro components like Probe, Injection nozzle and electrodes, etc.

To analyse the dimensional, form accuracy & surface finish of the micro electrode produced and optimize the process parameters. To analyse the micro machining capability of our micro electrodes on hard metals like beryllium copper and vanadium etc... in EDM and optimize the process parameter to get better accuracy, surface finish and MRR while at micro machining. To study the effect of di-electric fluid and by adding suspensions in the fluid to investigate the quality of machining [1-6].

Conclusion

Once the process parameters were optimized then we can go for taking consultancy or job work for manufacturing of micro components and micro machining in hard metals with the help of micro electrode according to the needs of the industry. We can do further research in the same area on how the machining parameter affect the our required MRR and the surface finish while performing micro machining on hard metals in Electric Discharge Machining [EDM] and by adding emulsions or nano particles to the di-electric fluid in order to find a optimal ratio of additives for improved machining parameters and can suggest the same for the users of WEDM.
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